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You are about to enter strange new worlds . . ."If you read this book with an open mind you will

never be the same again. I can guarantee this for you."-- Paul TwitchellÂ Within these pages,

you&apos;ll join Paul Twitchell on his remarkable journey outside of space and time. He openly

shares with you how to duplicate his adventure through your own spiritual awakening. If

you&apos;re seeking to explore the deepest realms of self and God, you&apos;ll be enthralled.

Experience the expanded state of consciousness called Soul Travel.The Tiger&apos;s Fang is Paul

Twitchell&apos;s account of his incredible journey to other planes of existence where he finds

himself in the company of Rebazar Tarzs, the great Tibetan ECK Master, ancient advocate of the

ECK teachings."Whether The Tiger&apos;s Fang is a record of an actual spiritual journey or the

vivid impression of a vision that has been granted to few mortal men, must remain a matter for the

individual reader to judge. Whatever The Tiger&apos;s Fang may be, it is certain that the book is a

most remarkable work, a volume that has few peers in its array of challenging concepts, provocative

thoughts, and inspirational wisdom."-- Brad Steiger, from the Foreword
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"A most remarkable work, a volume that has few peers in its array of challenging concepts,

provocative thoughts and inspirational wisdom."--Brad Steiger, from the foreword of the original

novel The Tiger's Fang



When Paul Twitchell made Eckankar known to the modern world in 1965, he separated spiritual

truths from the cultural trappings which had surrounded them. Average people could begin to

experience the Light and Sound of God while still living a happy, steady, and productive life.Â Paul

Twitchell was born in Kentucky in the early part of the twentieth century and served in the US Navy

during the Second World War.Â A seeker from an early age, he was introduced to a group of

spiritual Masters who would change the course of his life. These were the Vairagi ECK Masters.

While they trained Paul to become the Living ECK Master, he explored a wide range of spiritual

traditions under different teachers. The high teachings of ECK had been scattered to the four

corners of the world. Paul gathered these golden teachings of Light and Sound and made them

readily available to us.It was these God experiences he chronicled in his book, The Tiger&apos;s

Fang. Paul Twitchell eventually joined the Vairagi Order and was given the task of bringing

Eckankar to the world. He became the Living ECK Master. By 1965, Paul was giving Soul Travel

workshops in California and offering discourses on the teachings of Eckankar. A community of

ECKists began to grow. In 1970, Eckankar was established as a nonprofit religious organization.

Paul Twitchell died in 1971, but not before he initiated many into the ECK teachings.Â The

present-day Living ECK Master is Sri Harold Klemp. He continues to give new life to the age-old

spiritual teachings of ECK. (Eckankar.org)

You can learn very much by reading science fiction i.e. The Twilight Zone. This book takes you on a

fantastic journey imparting wisdom along the way. Maybe Paul Twitchell was a master plagiarist but

to be a master of anything is to still be a master. In one of Paul Twitchells science fiction books he

almost jokingly mentions a great many eck masters trying to solve some problem so maybe that

might have been what Paul Twitchell intended to do all along, create eck masters.

This book is beyond words.

An excellent ECK book. If you are a seeker of truth, this is one book you will want to add to your

home collection. Mr. Twitchell lived a veryinteresting and adventerous life of mysticism.

Paul Twitchell has a punchy style that hammers out the information hard and fast. Sometimes it's

really a lot to take in all at once, but it's well worth the effort. Fascinating.

Paul Twitchell makes esoteric concept easy to understand.He is heck of a writer



Awesome book!!!!!!

It is not like the one I read years ago.

For those who are interested in learning about the true heavens far beyond the temporary ones of

the "near death" experience, this is essential reading.
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